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AVERAGING A REPRESENTATION OVER A SUBGROUP

R. B. BURCKEL

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to extend a well-known technique for getting

a representation of a quotient group from one of the original group. This is usually

done by "integrating" coefficient functions of the representation over the subgroup,

i.e., by applying some mean to them. Hence amenability hypotheses are usually

made. None are needed here because the relevant coefficient functions belong to

the algebra of weakly almost periodic functions (Eberlein [3]), which is always

amenable (Ryll-Nardzewski [5]).

This note, whose content is outlined above, was inspired by a recent paper of

Ching Chou [2] (whom the author thanks for a preprint). As a corollary to the main

result here we are able to deduce bis theorem without appeal to several deep results

of Eymard [4] which he used; in fact, some of the latter results are also corollaries

of the method here.

Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group, H a closed normal subgroup, it:

G -* G/ H the projection. Let U be a continuous unitary representation of G on a

Hubert space % and set % = C\sSH ker(/ - U(s)). Then

Theorem. % is a closed, U-invariant subspace of % and there exists a continuous,

unitary representation U of G/H on % such that

(0(v(x)% tj) = (U(x)l 7j)        Vx G G, I Tj E%.

Proof. Let W(H) denote the space of weakly almost periodic functions on H.

There is a two-sided invariant, inversion invariant mean m on W(H). (See [1, p.

15].) Moreover, for each |, tj G DC the function h(v(t) = (U(t)£, y), t E H belongs

to W(H), being a coefficient function in the continuous unitary representation

U\H of H. (See [1, p. 36].) Define B on % X % by B(£, tj) = w(A£t)). Evidently

A{   is conjugate bilinear in (£, r/) and so therefore is B. Since \\m\\ = 1, we have

\B(t,y)\< iiaí>,il< mm-

Hence there exists a bounded linear operator P on % such that

B(t V) = (S, PV)        Vfc i) G X.

Thus

m,(U(t)t,rl) = (iPri)       V£t)G3C. (1)
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If s G H is fixed,

m,(U(ts)i tj) = m,(U(t)U(s)i tj) = (U(s)è, Pi,).

But also by translation invariance of m, m,( U(ts)£, tj) = m,( t/(i)£, v) = (£> Py)- So

( U(s)t, Py) = (¿ Pi))       Vs £ H, fe, r, € %. (2)

Apply the mean m in (2), remembering that m(l) = 1, and get ms(U(s)i-, Prj) =

(i Pi]), then from (1) conclude that (£, P\) = (I, Py) V|, tj E 9C. Thus

P2 = P. (3)

Now for any £, tj G % we have

/t» = (£/(0u,€) = (I U(t)y) = (t/('-% l) = h^(t~x)

for all t G H. Since m is inversion invariant and positive (hence real on real

functions), we then have

(Pi, y) = JyTH) = m{h^) = m(Â^) = m(A£,„) = «, A,),

holding for all £, tj G 3C. Thus

P = P* (4)

and so P is an orthogonal projection. From (2) we have ([7 — U(s~x)]£, Prj) = 0,

whence

(€,[/- U(s)]Py) =0       Vfc t, E 3C, 5 E 77.

Thus [/ - t/(5)]/> = OVs G H,

P(%)G H   ker[7- £/(*)]. (5)
SE«

Conversely, if tj E ker[7 - U(s)] for every s G H, then

0 -(£[/- C/(í-1)]t,) = ([7- t/(0]É,tí) = «,i») -(i/(/)|,r,)

for every t G H, i.e., AíiT|(0 = (£, tj) V; E // and so

(fe A,) = *,(M')) = (fe tj)ih(I) = (fc tj)        V| E %,

whence Ptj = tj. From this and (5) we conclude that

P(%)= R   ker[7- U(s)]. (6)
J6Í7

If x E G and j E 77, then by normality of H, sx = x " 1jx E 77, so

[7 - U(s)]U(x) = I/(jc) - £/(íjc) = U(x) - U(xsx)

= U(x)[I- U(s*)].

It follows then from (6) that

P(%) is invariant under U(x),   Vx E G. (7)

From (2) we have for any x G G

(2)
( U(sx)l 7>tj) = ( U(s) U(x)è, Py) = ( U(x)l Pr,)       Vs G 77, £, t, E X,
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and so, setting £ = Pf,

(PU(sx)P$, tj) = (PU(x)P$, tj)       Ví G H, x G G, f, t, G DC.

PU(sx)P = PU(x)P       Vs G i/, x G G. (8)

In particular, PU(sx)\ = PU(x)l Vs G H, x G G, | G DC and so a unitary repre-

sentation U of G/ H is well defined on DC by

Û(tr(x))l = Pt/(x)£       Vx G G, I G DC. (9)

Since U ° it is continuous, so is U.

Corollary (Chou [2]). With bar denoting closure in the uniform norm and ñ:

C(G/H) —> C(G) being composition with it, we have

*(B(G/H)-) = ñ(C(G/H)) n B(G)~ .

Proof. Only "d " needs proof. Let / G ü(C(G/H)) n B(G)~ and e > 0 be

given. Then there exists A G B(G) such that

|/(x) - A(x)| < e       Vx G G. (10)

For each x G G define hx(t) = A(/x), t E H. Since/ G ñ(C(G/H)), it is constant

on cosets of H, so

mt[f(tx) - h(tx)} = m,[f(x) - hx(t)] =/(x)m(l) - m(hx)

= f(x) - m(hx).

Since ||w|| = 1, it follows from (10) that

\f(x) - m(hx)\ < e       Vx G G. (11)

Now by definition of B(G), h has the form A(x) = (i/(x)|, tj) for some continuous,

unitary representation U of G on a Hubert space DC and some |, tj G DC. Then

m(AJ = m,(<y(/x)|, tj) = m,(U(t)U(x% tj)

= (í/(x)|,Ptj)   by(l)

= (U(x)£,P\)   since P2 = P

= (P2i/(x)£, Ptj)    since P = P*

= (PU(x)P£, Ptj)   since P commutes with U(x)

= ( U(ir(x))l, tj)    by (9), with I = Pfc tj = Pr, G DC

= F(w(x)),   where F is defined by (12)

F(Hx) = (Ü(Hx)l,r¡).

Of course F G B(G/H), while (11) and (12) say that

|/(x) - m(F)(x)\ <e       Vx G G.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, this shows that/ G ■ñ(B(G/H))~.

Scholium (Eymard [4]). t(B(G/H)) = ü(C(G/H)) n B(G).
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Proof. Only "d " needs proof. Let/ E -ñ(C(G/H)) n B(G) be given. Then for

the h in the last proof we can take / itself. Thus h is constant on cosets of 77 and

m(hx) - mt(U(tx)i, y) = mt((U(x)i, y) • 1)

= (U(x)£,-n)= h(x)       VxGG.

It follows from (12) that

f{x) = h(x) = F(v(x)) = €(F)(x)       Vx E G,

so/= 77(7-) E ñ(B(G/H)).
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